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Fig. 1. We present a physics-based planning algorithm for assembly tasks. Our algorithm follows an assembly-by-disassembly routine and utilizes a custom physics-based simulation to efficiently explore the assembly path space. Our algorithm efficiently determines the feasible assembly order (colored numbers) for a multi-part assembly and searches for a physically realistic assembly motion path (colored curves) for each assembly step.

Assembly planning is the core of automating product assembly, maintenance, and recycling for modern industrial manufacturing. Despite its importance and long history of research, planning for mechanical assemblies when given the final assembled state remains a challenging problem. This is due to the complexity of dealing with arbitrary 3D shapes and the highly constrained motion required for real-world assemblies. In this work, we propose a novel method to efficiently plan physically plausible assembly motion and sequences for real-world assemblies. Our method leverages the assembly-by-disassembly principle and physics-based simulation to efficiently explore a reduced search space. To evaluate the generality of our method, we define a large-scale dataset consisting of thousands of physically valid industrial assemblies with a variety of assembly motions required. Our experiments on this new benchmark demonstrate we achieve a state-of-the-art success rate and the highest computational efficiency compared to other baseline algorithms. Our method also generalizes to rotational assemblies (e.g., screws and puzzles) and solves 80-part assemblies within several minutes.

INTRODUCTION

Real-world objects, such as vehicles, furniture, and electronic devices, are often complex assemblies made up of hundreds or thousands of parts. Each part is designed using computer aided design (CAD) software and then arranged into a digital assembly piece by piece. Considerations for physical assembly, known as Design for Assembly (DFA), are critical to ensure fast, efficient, and high-yield manufacturing. Likewise, considerations for physical disassembly, known as Design for Disassembly (DFD), are key to ensuring individual parts can be recycled or reused at end-of-life. The ability to automatically plan the steps required to assemble and disassemble designs created in CAD is an enabling technology for a number of downstream applications. In the design phase, DFA checks can be performed to correct potential issues before manufacture [Melekennbeek et al. 2020]. Assembly planning for high mix, low volume
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products can be greatly simplified with automatic generation of assembly instructions [Agrawala et al. 2003]; and at end-of-life, robotic disassembly systems [Ong et al. 2021] can be quickly adapted to recycle product components.

Despite significant research on assembly planning [Ghandi and Masehian 2015; Santochi et al. 2002], it remains a challenging problem for several reasons. Firstly, parts to be assembled can be of any shape — even common parts, such as screws, contain complex surface geometry. Secondly, real-world assemblies often contain tightly packed parts, requiring assembly planning approaches that work well in a constrained space. Finally, the lack of large-scale assembly datasets has limited evaluation to small hand-picked collections. How well existing methods generalize across large-scale datasets remains unknown.

To address this challenge, we introduce a novel physics-based method that takes an assembly-by-disassembly approach for sequence and motion planning with rigid assemblies. Given a CAD model in an assembled state, we use a custom physics-based simulation to disassemble individual parts and recover viable assembly plans (Figure 1). A key insight of our work is that physics-based simulation allows us to find disassembly motions using a discrete set of actions rather than exploring the full continuous 6D motion space. These discrete actions, represented as forces in canonical directions, can lead to successful motion when applied in physical simulation. For example, Figure 2 shows how a washer will slide along an inclined shaft even if the force is not applied directly along the disassembly direction. Using this approach our custom physics-based simulation overcomes the difficulty of navigating parts through narrow passages with geometric motion planning, allowing us to explore highly constrained motion spaces without sampling invalid states in most situations. To evaluate our approach and enable future research, we define a large-scale benchmark task for assembly planning consisting of thousands of physically valid assemblies — two orders of magnitude larger than previous benchmarks. We make the following contributions in this work:

- We introduce an accurate and efficient physics-based simulator that is customized for assembly.
- We propose a novel physics-based assembly-by-disassembly planning method for translational and rotational assembly motion for arbitrary-shaped assemblies.
- We define a large-scale dataset and benchmark for assembly planning including thousands of physically valid assemblies.
- We evaluate our method on the full dataset and show a state-of-the-art success rate, computational efficiency, and generalization on various types of assemblies scaling to hundreds of parts.

To facilitate future assembly planning research, our code and dataset are available at https://github.com/yunshengtian/Assembly-Them-All.

2 RELATED WORK

Assembly Sequence Planning (ASP). ASP arranges an optimal sequence in assembling all the components of a product and is a critical step for assembly system design [Rashid et al. 2012]. The ASP problem can be represented as a graph such as AND/OR graph [De Mello and Sanderson 1990] to establish feasible assembly sequences. Different optimization techniques are applied to find the optimal assembly sequence among the feasible sequences [Chen et al. 2006, 2008; Qin and Xu 2007; Sinanoğlu and Börklü 2005]. The premise of these methods is that precedence constraints between parts need to be known such that feasible sequences could be discovered easily. Otherwise, the precedence relationships need to be annotated by domain experts or derived from the CAD models [Niu et al. 2003; Su 2009]. Although many attempts have been made to reduce the search space, the number of potential assembly sequences can grow exponentially [Ramos et al. 1998] which makes identifying a feasible sequence impossible even for complex assemblies.

The idea of assembly-by-disassembly has been proposed as an important strategy for speeding up ASP, because assembled parts have better defined precedence and motion constraints than disassembled parts [Homem de Mello and Sanderson 1991], reducing the search space. When all parts are rigid, a bijection exists between the assembly and disassembly sequences, meaning an assembly sequence can be obtained from the reverse order of its disassembly sequence with much less complexity. [Ghandi and Masehian 2015] The assembly-by-disassembly approach has been adopted in several applications in manufacturing and construction, including mechanical product assembly [Homem de Mello and Sanderson 1991; Wang et al. 2014], kit assembly [Zakka et al. 2020], and robotic additive construction [Huang et al. 2021]. However, if the disassembling direction is unknown or the assembling motions are non-linear, then more sophisticated assembly path planning methods are needed to make sequence planning feasible, even following an assembly-by-disassembly strategy.

Assembly Path Planning (APP). APP computes penetration-free paths for adding parts to a subassembly, given the initial and target poses of the parts. Early works adopted exact geometric-reasoning methods that analyze part geometry to determine assembly directions [Wilson and Latombe 1994]. Halperin et al. [2000] presented a general framework for finding assembly motion called the motion space approach. Since geometric-reasoning approaches need to explicitly construct the Configuration space (C-space), they are computationally expensive for 3D space and non-linear motions.

With the development of general-purpose path planning algorithm in robotics, sampling-based approaches have been proposed to solve problems with a large number of parts [Masehian and Ghandi 2021]. Probabilistic Roadmap Method (PRM) [Kavraki et al. 1996] and Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (RRT) [LaValle et al. 1998] are
the two notable sampling-based algorithms, PRM, RRT, and their variants have been presented on assembly problems [Le et al. 2009; Sundaram et al. 2001; Zhang et al. 2020]. But they usually suffer from the ‘narrow passage’ problem [Hsu et al. 1999], especially in high-dimensional space where rotation needs to be considered.

Physics-based motion planning [Zickler and Veloso 2009] was developed as a competitive alternative to geometric-based motion planning and showed success with robotic navigation [Sucan and Kavraki 2011] and manipulation [Moll et al. 2017]. However, physics-based motion planning has not been fully explored for assembly where the motion is much more constrained. In our work, we demonstrate the benefit of using physics-based planning for efficient exploration of assembly paths to overcome the ‘narrow passage’ problem.

Physics-Based Simulation for Robotic Assembly. With the ability to create a virtual and low-cost replica of the real world and provide a fast robotic evaluation platform, physics-based simulation has been widely used in control policy learning [Andrychowicz et al. 2020; Brockman et al. 2016; Chen et al. 2021] and motion planning [Sucan and Kavraki 2011; Zhou et al. 2014; Zickler and Veloso 2009].

Despite its prevalence in robotics, simulating robotic assembly tasks is still far from perfect. Simulating contact-rich assembly tasks, such as a screw and nut in Figure 4, requires accurately representing the object surface while efficiently resolving contact constraints. Most existing simulators [Coumans and Bai 2016; Makoviychuk et al. 2021; Todorov et al. 2012] rely on a simplified collision proxy of the object shape for efficient collision detection and solve the linear complementary problem for contact handling. However, such collision proxies sacrifice the resolution of complex geometry shapes and is only suitable for simple assembly tasks, such as peg-in-hole [Chebotar et al. 2019; Hou et al. 2020] or box stacking [Aleotti and Caselli 2009]. Another category of contact-rich simulators uses penalty-based contact models [Geilinger et al. 2020; Xu et al. 2021], but most only support collision detection between contact points and primitive shapes. Our simulation follows the line of penalty-based contact model, and is specialized for complex-shape assembly tasks via an extension of a signed-distance-field (SDF) collision detection. Concurrent to our work, Narang et al. [2022] announced a GPU-based simulator for assembly tasks, which also utilizes the SDF shape representation.

Robotic Assembly. Motion planning has been widely studied in robotic assembly for manufacturing [Chen et al. 2021a; Fan et al. 2017] and building construction [Hartmann et al. 2021; Huang et al. 2021], albeit in less realistic scenarios where planners are limited to structured environments. Reinforcement Learning (RL) [Sutton and Barto 2018], on the other hand, has been applied to more industrial and general-purpose assembly tasks [De Winter et al. 2021; Fan et al. 2019; Thomas et al. 2018; Yu et al. 2021] in unstructured environments [Luo and Li 2021]. However, the trained policies are usually task-specific and struggle with arbitrary unseen objects. Our real-world dataset and SDF-based simulation can aid RL-based methods in acquiring more generalized policies. Likewise, our physics-based planner can generate complex assembly motions that can directly guide robots or serve as demonstrations to learn from [Roldán et al. 2019; Zhu and Hu 2018].

3 PROBLEM FORMULATION

Given a collection of parts and their assembled state as input, our goal is to generate a sequence of physically realistic motion paths that position the parts into an assembled state, identical to the ground truth assembly.

Formally speaking, a state is defined as a vector $s$ that encodes the position of the part in the state space $S$. In our problem, $S$ can be either $\mathbb{R}^3$ for translational motion only or $SE(3)$ for both translational and rotational motion. For a given part $i$ in an assembly consisting of $M$ parts, a state $s^i$ is defined as a valid state as long as it does not have penetration with other parts, assuming other parts are fixed. A state $s^i$ is regarded as a disassembled state if the convex hull of the part geometry at $s^i$ does not have collision with the convex hull that encloses the geometries of all other parts. A disassembly path $P^i_D$ consists of a sequence of $n$ valid states $(s^i_0, ..., s^i_n)$ that connects the assembled state $s^i_0$ given as input and a disassembled state $s^i_n$. Correspondingly, an assembly path $P^i_A = (s^i_n, ..., s^i_0)$ exists. Under these definitions, our problem aims at finding an ordered sequence of assembly paths for all $M$ parts that assembly them from scratch to ground truth assembly with all the states being valid.

We make the following key assumptions in this problem: 1) Assemblies are all composed of rigid parts, which makes assembly-by-disassembly feasible; 2) Gravity or other force constraints and manipulation constraints are not considered as we mainly address the assembly planning from the motion level. In other words, we assume the assembly process is fully-actuated; 3) We assume parts can be completely assembled or disassembled sequentially, though handling of subassemblies could be extended by grouping and treating subassemblies as single parts.

4 PHYSICS-BASED ASSEMBLY PLANNING

Searching for an assembly strategy to move multiple parts from a disassembled state to a target assembled state is challenging, especially when the assembly process requires highly accurate insertion or screwing operations. This is because in a typical assembly task, the final assembled state space is much more constrained than the initial disassembled state space. As a result, an extremely high computational cost is incurred when searching from the less constrained space to a constrained final state. Motivated by this, we solve the assembly problem in a reverse process, starting from the assembled state and searching for a disassembly solution, to reduce the overall search cost. We also leverage our custom physics-based simulator to further improve search efficiency.

Our main algorithm pipeline is illustrated in Figure 3. We first introduce our physics simulation for assembly in Section 4.1 as the key component to our algorithm. Next, following the assembly-by-disassembly strategy, we illustrate our disassembly path planning algorithm for two-part disassembly in Section 4.2, then our disassembly sequence planning algorithm for multi-part disassembly in Section 4.3. Finally, we present in Section 4.4 how to obtain the assembly sequence and path by reversing solutions from disassembly planning which completes our assembly-by-disassembly pipeline.
Fig. 3. Overview of our physics-based assembly planning algorithm. Given the target assembled state as input (left), our algorithm finds the assembly strategy in two stages: disassembly and assembly. In the disassembly stage (upper center), our disassembly sequence planning algorithm searches for a feasible disassembly order for different parts, using a physics-based disassembly path planning algorithm that plans collision-free paths to disassemble each part. In the assembly stage (lower center), the algorithm reverses the disassembly path to obtain an assemble solution from individual parts (right).

4.1 Physics Simulation for Assembly

The existing robotics simulators (Coumans and Bai 2016; Makoviy-chuk et al. 2021; Todorov et al. 2012) primarily rely on the convex hull decomposition of the object shape for efficient collision detection, which is not suitable for simulating complex geometry shapes with high concavity. To reliably simulate contact-rich assembly motion for downstream assembly planning, we build our physics-based simulation upon the rigid body simulator developed by Xu et al. [2021] and extend it with the SDF representation of collision shapes to support complex collision geometries.

Specifically, the simulator developed by Xu et al. [2021] is based on the reduced coordinate rigid body dynamics formulation of RedMax [Wang et al. 2019a], and its dynamics equations are implicitly integrated in time with BDF1 scheme (backward Euler). To handle collisions, first the contacting parts are detected between each pair of collision shapes, where the mesh vertices of the first collision shape are sampled as contact points, and a distance function associated with the second collision shape is used to compute the following relevant collision information for each sampled contact point:

- $d$, $\dot{d}$ penetration distance and speed
- $\vec{n}$ unit-length contact normal direction

Then for each detected contact pair, the contact forces are computed by a penalty-based contact model as below:

$$\vec{f}_c = (-k_n + k_d\dot{d})\vec{n},$$

where $\vec{f}_c$ is the contact normal force on each contact pair, $k_n$ is the contact stiffness, and $k_d$ is the contact damping coefficient. In our work, we assume no friction exists as friction does not affect the assembly motion under the assumption that every part is rigid. To efficiently acquire the required distance function, Xu et al.[2021] restrict one of each pair of collision shapes to be a primitive shape with an analytical distance function.

4.1.1 Signed Distance Field Collision Detection. To support contact handling between complex assembly geometries (e.g., screw with fine threads), we equip each collision shape with an SDF to provide the distance function. Being an implicit surface representation for arbitrary shape geometry, an SDF is a function $g(\mathbf{x}) : \mathbb{R}^3 \to \mathbb{R}$ that maps a point in space to its closest distance to the represented shape surface (Figure 4). The distance is negative when the point is inside the geometry while the distance is positive if the point is outside.

Given the SDF of an object and the dynamics state $\{\mathbf{x}, \dot{\mathbf{x}}\}$ of the contact point, the required collision information can be efficiently computed. The penetration distance $d = \min(g(\mathbf{x}), 0)$. The contact normal direction of the penetration is computed by the gradient of the SDF, i.e., $\vec{n} = \nabla g(\mathbf{x})$. The time derivative of the penetration distance is computed as $\dot{d} = \nabla g(\mathbf{x}) \cdot \dot{\mathbf{x}}$. And the relative tangential speed can be computed by projecting out the normal directional component from the relative speed between the two collision bodies $\dot{\mathbf{u}}_t = \dot{\mathbf{u}}_r(x) = (\vec{n} \cdot \dot{\mathbf{u}}_r(x))\vec{n}$, where $\dot{\mathbf{u}}_r(x)$ is the relative speed of two collision bodies at the contact point $x$ which can be readily computed by rigid body simulator. For details on constructing the SDF grid, please refer to Appendix A.

4.2 Disassembly Path Planning

For a given part in the assembly state $s_0$, we look for a sequence of states $\{s_0, ..., s_n\}$ that removes the part from the rest of the assembly in a penetration-free manner. The state $s_n$ here is a valid disassembled state. Different from other path planning tasks, such as navigation or stacking objects, which usually operate in free space with infinite valid solution paths, disassembly requires highly constrained motion, similar to passing through a narrow corridor. This makes
sampling-based geometric motion planning approaches less effective because of the low probability of obtaining a penetration-free state from random sampling. By contrast, humans rely on physics feedback to disassemble parts. As shown in Figure 2, even though we may apply forces that are not perfectly aligned with the ground-truth disassembly motion, we are able to infer the correct motion direction after the induced movement of the part is observed.

From this key observation, we propose a physics-based planner that efficiently plans the disassembly motion by leveraging feedback from physics. We formulate the disassembly path planning as a tree search problem, which starts from the assembled state and searches for a sequence of actions until a disassembled state has been found or some time/depth limitation of the search has been reached. The outline of our algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 1.

Specifically, we adopt breadth-first search (BFS) and maintain a queue \( Q \) to store the states to be searched from. The search starts with the queue only containing the assembled state \( s_0 \). In each iteration, we dequeue a state \( s \) from \( Q \), and loop over all actions \( a_i \) in a pre-defined action space \( A \) to generate child states of the disassembled tree. In our method, the action space consists of unit forces or torques of the given state space. More specifically, in translational-motion-only cases, \( A = \{ \pm 1, 0, 0 \} \) which has 6 actions corresponding to 6 translational degrees of freedom (DoF); similarly, when rotational motion is enabled, \( A \) has 12 actions for 6 translational DoF and 6 rotational DoF. For each action \( a_i \in A \), we continuously apply this action starting from the dequeued state \( s \) in physics-based simulation with a certain time step \( \Delta t \), until the new state \( s_i \) becomes either a disassembled state or a similar state to one that has been searched in the past. If \( s_i \) is a disassembled state, then the disassembly path planning succeeds and we can obtain the path from the initial assembled state \( s_0 \) to \( s_i \) as a disassembly path which can be retrieved from backtracking the search tree from \( s_i \). Otherwise, if \( s_i \) is detected to be a similar state to any previous state, we stop applying this action, enqueue the current state \( s_i \), and continue searching with the rest of actions. Here we measure the similarity between two states by their translational and rotational distances. The translational distance is defined by the Euclidean distance \( ||s_{a_i} - s_p|| \) between two states, where \( s_{a_i} \) and \( s_p \) are the linear components of the two states. The rotational distance is defined by the geodesic distance \( ||\text{ln}(s_{a_i}^{-1}s_p)|| \) between the quaternions of two states, where \( s_{a_i} \) and \( s_p \) are the quaternion representations of the angular components of two states. Two states are similar if their translational and rotational distances are within thresholds \( \delta_t \) and \( \delta_r \), respectively.

As a result, BFS continuously explores the state space in a hierarchical manner and we enforce it to always explore novel states by checking state similarity. Note that the dynamics of our physics-based simulation constrains BFS to search in a physically valid subspace rather than the full state space which avoids the narrow passage problem in previous geometric motion planning methods. BFS is empirically quite effective because most real-world assemblies are designed to be assembled/disassembled within only one or a few sequential actions, which means that the depth of BFS is usually small.

**Algorithm 1: Disassembly path planning guided by BFS**

- **Input:** Assembled state \( s_0 \), timeout \( t_{\text{max}} \), max BFS depth \( d_{\text{max}} \).
- **Output:** A disassembly path \( P_D = \{ s_0, ..., s_f \} \).

1. \( Q = \text{EmptyQueue}() \);
2. \( Q.\text{Enqueue}(s_0) \);
3. while time \( t < t_{\text{max}} \) and BFS depth \( d \leq d_{\text{max}} \) do
   - \( s = Q.\text{Dequeue}() \);
   - for \( a_i \) in action space \( A \) do
     - \( s_i = \text{Simulate}(s, a_i, \Delta t) \)
   - if \( \text{IsDisassembled}(s_i) \) then
     - return \( \text{GetPath}(s_0, s_i) \);
   - end if
4. end while
5. if \( s_i \) is not similar to any other past states;
6. \( Q.\text{Enqueue}(s_i) \);
7. end if
8. return failed;

Our BFS-guided disassembly path planning method works well for general industrial assemblies as empirically proved by our evaluation. But for rare cases like disassembling parts from a long zig-zag path, BFS might be less efficient. In this case, we suggest a more sophisticated search algorithm such as Monte-Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) [Coulom 2006] along with carefully designed heuristics might be applied to speed up the search, though it might not perform equally well on simpler assemblies.

### 4.3 Disassembly Sequence Planning

Because of the internal precedence relationship between parts, most real-world assemblies consist of multiple parts and require specific sequences to assemble/disassemble them. However, the precedence relationship is usually unknown beforehand. Without a carefully designed algorithm, the time complexity to figure out the correct disassembly sequence may grow up quadratically as the number of parts in an assembly increases. When coupled with the path planning algorithm, the overall running time for multi-part disassembly algorithm could be extremely slow [Ehinger et al. 2018].

We propose a method to efficiently plan the disassembly sequence by progressively expanded BFS, see Algorithm 2. Given the assembled states \( s = \{ s_0, ..., s_M \} \) of all \( M \) parts, we look for an ordered sequence of disassembly paths \( P_D = \{ s_i^1, ..., s_i^I \} \) that connect the assembled state and an disassembled state for each part and satisfy precedence relationships. Here, \( I_1, ..., I_M \) correspond to ordered indices of the part sequence ranging from 1 to \( M \). In each iteration, our sequence planner tries to disassemble each of the remaining parts of the assembly by our path planner from Algorithm 1. If any part is successfully disassembled, we append its disassembly path to the sequence \( P_D \). We repeat this procedure until all parts are disassembled or we reach the timeout.

Executing this procedure naively without limiting the BFS depth could be time-consuming due to the excessive time wasted on trying to disassemble parts that are blocked by other parts. Therefore, we take a progressive approach that starts with a shallow BFS and gradually increases the depth of BFS as the sequence planning progresses. For example, in the first iteration, we limit our path planning algorithm for disassembling all parts to have a maximal BFS depth.
\begin{algorithm}
\caption{Disassembly sequence planning with Prog. BFS}
\textbf{Input:} Assembled states $s = \{s^1, \ldots, s^M\}$ of all $M$ parts, path planning timeout $t_{\text{max}}$, sequence planning timeout $t_{\text{max}}^s$.
\textbf{Output:} An ordered sequence of disassembly paths $P_D = \{P^1_D, \ldots, P^M_D\} = \{\{s^1_i, \ldots, s^M_i\}, \ldots, \{s^1_M, \ldots, s^M_M\}\}$.  
\begin{algorithmic}[1]
\STATE $P_D = \{\}$, max BFS depth $d_{\text{max}} = 1$;
\WHILE{time $t < t_{\text{max}}$}
\FOR{part $i$ in all remaining parts of the assembly}
\STATE $P^i_D = \text{DisassemblyPathPlanning}(s^i, t_{\text{max}}^s, d_{\text{max}})$;
\IF{$P^i_D$ \textbf{failed}}
\STATE $P_D.A$[\STATE $P_D.A$.Append($P^i_D$);
\STATE $\text{Remove part } i \text{ from the assembly}$;
\STATE \text{if all $M$ parts are disassembled then}
\STATE \text{return $P_D$};
\STATE \STATE $d_{\text{max}} = d_{\text{max}} + 1$;
\STATE \text{return failed};
\ENDFOR
\ENDWHILE
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

$d_{\text{max}} = 1$. Then, for each part it tries to disassemble, if our path planning algorithm fails to find a disassembly path with a single step of action application, we will temporarily stop trying this part and move on to other parts. There could be two reasons for this failure: 1) this part is blocked by other parts, i.e., conflict with the precedence relationships; 2) this part is not blocked but requires multiple actions to disassemble. Our progressive approach prevents us from wasting unnecessary effort in the first case while allowing us to try more actions in the later stage to handle the second case. Again, since most real-world assemblies are designed to be easily assembled/disassembled within one or a few actions, the first case is much more common and by early termination of the failed attempts we empirically observed a significant speed-up compared to working with unlimited BFS depth in Section 6.3.

\subsection{Assembly-by-Diastemount}

After the disassembly sequence and paths have been found, we can reverse them and connect with the initial states to construct the entire assembly sequence and paths through assembly-by-diastemount strategy, as illustrated in Algorithm 3. To simplify the notation we ignore the superscript $i$ for part index. Each disassembly path $P_D$ obtained from Algorithm 1 and 2 consists the assembled state $s_{\text{goal}}$ and a disassembled state $s_{\text{init}}$ but the path between $s_{\text{init}}$ and initial state $s_{\text{init}}$ (which is specified by the user) is still missing. Different from the disassembly path, this path does not require highly constrained motion since both states are disassembled, we can easily apply a standard geometric motion planning algorithm such as RRT-Connect [Kuffner and LaValle 2000] to efficiently plan a collision-free path $P_C$ between $s_{\text{init}}$ and $s_{\text{init}}$. Therefore, we can obtain the assembly path $P_A$ from initial state $s_{\text{init}}$ to assembled state $s_{\text{goal}}$ by concatenating $P_C$ and the reversed disassembly path $P_D$. By looping over the disassembly sequence reversely, we finally obtain an ordered assembly sequence containing all the assembly paths.

\section{Assembly Dataset}

To accurately evaluate our method we define a large-scale dataset for assembly planning. A focus of popular large-scale 3D shape datasets has been on synthetic assemblies that are semantically

\begin{algorithm}
\caption{Assembly by diastemount}
\textbf{Input:} Initial states $s_{\text{init}} = \{s^1_{\text{init}}, \ldots, s^M_{\text{init}}\}$ and assembled states $s_{\text{goal}} = \{s^1_{\text{goal}}, \ldots, s^M_{\text{goal}}\}$ of all $M$ parts.
\textbf{Output:} An ordered sequence of assembly paths $P_A = \{P^1_A, \ldots, P^M_A\} = \{\{s^1_{\text{init}}, \ldots, s^M_{\text{init}}\}, \ldots, \{s^1_{\text{goal}}, \ldots, s^M_{\text{goal}}\}\}$.  
\begin{algorithmic}[1]
\STATE $\text{Compute ordered disassembly paths } P_D \text{ from Alg. 2 given } s_{\text{goal}}$;
\STATE $P_A = \{}$;
\FOR{part $i$ in $M$, $\ldots, 1$}
\STATE Obtain the disassembled state $s^i_{\text{init}}$ from disassembly path $P^i_D$;
\STATE Compute a collision-free path $P^i_C$ connecting $s^i_{\text{init}}$ and $s^i_{\text{init}}$ by a standard motion planning algorithm (e.g., RRT-Connect);
\STATE Connect assembly path $P^i_A = P^i_C + \text{Reverse}(P^i_D)$;
\STATE $P_A.A$.Append($P^i_A$);
\ENDFOR
\STATE \text{return } $P_A$;
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

Table 1. Dataset statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Parts</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3-9</th>
<th>10-49</th>
<th>50-235</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Assemblies</td>
<td>8776</td>
<td>2620</td>
<td>1468</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>12970</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Overview of our dataset containing thousands of physically valid assemblies suitable for use with assembly planning tasks.
6 EVALUATION

In this section, we perform experiments to evaluate our method on the proposed dataset with thousands of assemblies to demonstrate the advantage of our physics-based planning approach in terms of success rate and computational efficiency. For fairness, all baseline methods also follow the assembly-by-disassembly approach. Finally in Section 6.4, we show a naive extension of our method to solve more complicated assemblies that involve simultaneous movements of parts to disassemble.

We run all our experiments on Amazon EC2 instances (c5.24xlarge) with 96 vCPUs and 192G memory. The detailed hyper-parameter settings of all the methods can be found in Appendix C.2.

6.1 Baseline Methods

We choose the following path planning methods which are the most relevant baselines to compare: RRT: Rapidly-Exploring Random Tree [LaValle et al. 1998] is one of the most standard geometric path planning approaches, which requires an explicitly specified goal state. In our experiments, we use a randomly selected disassembled state as the goal for RRT. T-RRT: Targetless-RRT [Aguinaga et al. 2008] is a modified version of RRT that is specifically designed for disassembly planning, which does not require a specified specific goal state. MV-T-RRT: Mating Vector + Targetless-RRT, a hybrid approach proposed in [Ebinge et al. 2018] that first uses face normals of objects as “mating vectors” to try a straight-line disassembly, then if it fails, T-RRT is applied. This is the state-of-the-art approach in disassembly path planning to the best of our knowledge. BK-RRT: Behavioral Kinodynamic Rapidly-Exploring Random Trees [Zickler and Veloso 2009] is a classic physics-based planning algorithm similar to our method that uses a physics-based simulation to randomly explore new states. BK-RRT is shown to be successful in navigation and manipulation tasks but has not been evaluated in assembly or disassembly. More details of the baseline methods can be found in Appendix C.1.

6.2 Two-Part Assembly

We evaluate our path planning algorithm and baseline approaches on the two-part dataset and report the performance comparison in Table 2 (left). The reported success rates are calculated based on a 300s timeout, averaged across results from 6 random seeds. To further validate that our method generalizes to non-axis-aligned disassembly directions, we randomly rotate all the assemblies in the two-part dataset and report performance in Table 2 (bottom).

On this dataset, our approach achieves almost 100% success rate which is robust to various shapes and disassembly motions. Geometric baseline methods (RRT, T-RRT and MV-T-RRT) show decent success rates but would fail when disassembly motion is too constrained such as the task shown in Figure 6. In this example, the collision-free disassembly path should be strictly aligned with the axis of the cylinder, which is unlikely to be sampled from the whole motion space without assistance of a physics simulator. In contrast, both our approach and the physics-based baseline (BK-RRT) utilizes the physics simulator to mitigate the narrow passage problem. However, BK-RRT still fails in the task shown in Figure 6, that is because the random states explored by BK-RRT make it hard to keep moving in a single direction for a long period, thus result in a oscillatory motion of the ring on the cylinder. In our approach, the usage of BFS and state similarity check helps move part along one direction much easier. Another typical failure of the baseline methods is the difficulty of dealing with assemblies that require non-trivial rotational motions such as screws, as shown in Figure 7. For visualization on more results, please refer to Appendix D.

6.2.1 Rotational Assembly

In this section, we specifically evaluate all algorithms on rotational assemblies, which are notoriously difficult for existing path planning approaches. In order to showcase different complexities of rotations, we prepare a rotational assembly dataset that consists of three categories of rotation to evaluate algorithm performance: 1) Screw for screws and nuts which are the most common rotational components in industrial assemblies; 2) Puzzle refers to puzzle assemblies that are mostly for entertainment purposes but are difficult to disassemble even for humans, gathered from [Zhang et al. 2020]; 3) Others for all other types of rotations, e.g., removing a ring along a curved tube. The rotational dataset has 24 assemblies in total (8 in each category) due to the scarcity of rotational assemblies. A complete overview of the rotational dataset can be found in Appendix B.2.

We report the results in Table 2 (right). The reported success rates are calculated based on a 600s timeout, averaged across results from 6 random seeds. From the results, we observe significantly better success rates of physics-based methods (i.e. BK-RRT and ours) in rotational disassembly path planning in all three categories of rotations. Our method outperforms other baselines by a large margin. Table 2. Success rate (%) comparison on the entire two-part assembly dataset along with specific comparison on different rotational assemblies. Our method reaches almost 100% success rate on the two-part dataset and outperforms baseline methods by a large margin on rotational assemblies. The bottom row shows the results of our method on the same dataset with random rotations applied to the data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Two-Part Overall</th>
<th>Two-Part Screw</th>
<th>Two-Part Puzzle</th>
<th>Two-Part Others</th>
<th>Rotational Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RRT</td>
<td>84.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-RRT</td>
<td>97.4</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MV-T-RRT</td>
<td>97.8</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK-RRT</td>
<td>93.7</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>81.3</td>
<td>52.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>70.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours (Rotated)</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>62.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. A tightly-fitted two-part disassembly (left: assembled, right: disassembled). This can be easily solved by our method while being challenging for baseline methods due to the long and narrow passage.
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margin in Screw and Puzzle assemblies while being worse than BK-RRT in the Others category. Figure 7 shows a screw example which can be successfully solved by our approach but fails on all other baseline methods.

For puzzle assemblies, Zhang et al. [2020] proposed a sampling-based geometric planning approach that combines with a learning-based geometric feature extractor to guide exploration. Their method takes hours of computation to find a disassembly path while we achieve a comparable success rate within several minutes on a subset of their puzzles. However, their approach is more specialized for solving more complicated puzzles and it is not designed for general types of assemblies.

### 6.3 Multi-Part Assembly

We evaluate our sequence planning algorithm on the portion of dataset with multi-part assemblies. We partition the multi-part dataset based on the assembly size into Small, Medium and Large categories corresponding to assemblies of 3-9, 10-49 and 50+ parts respectively. The statistics of each category are shown in Table 1. For baseline methods, we apply a similar disassembly sequence planning procedure as Algorithm 2 but without progressive BFS. For our method, we compare two variants: Prog. BFS as sequence planning with progressive BFS illustrated in Algorithm 2 and Full BFS as Algorithm 2 without limiting the max BFS depth.

We first compare the success rates of different algorithms in Table 3. The results are produced with a 120s timeout for each path planning attempt and a 7200s timeout for the entire sequence planning, averaged from 3 random seeds. Table 3 shows that our method (either Full BFS or Prog. BFS) outperforms other baselines on all different assembly sizes.

Furthermore, our method is capable of disassembling complex many-part assemblies much faster than existing state-of-the-art approaches. For example, we successfully disassemble the entire 53-part Engine example (Figure 8) from [Ebinger et al. 2018] in 5 minutes while their MV+T-RRT takes hours to complete. We also empirically demonstrate in Table 4 that our sequence planning method guided by progressive BFS effectively cuts down the computation time by 3.5x on average compared to using the full BFS.

### 6.4 Sub-Assembly and Interlocking Assembly

Although most data in our dataset can be sequentially assembled, in this section, we extend our method to handle assemblies requiring simultaneous movements of multiple parts to disassemble. The first scenario is the use of sub-assemblies, where multiple parts form a group that must be disassembled together and follow the same disassembly motion. The second scenario is interlocking assemblies where multiple parts must follow different motions to free the assembly from the interlocked state. Here we describe a naive extension of our physics-based planning method to handle sub-assembly and interlocking assembly:

Given an M-part assembly, assuming at least m parts (1 < m < M) need to be moved to disassemble it, we need to figure out which m parts to move (sequence planning) and how these parts should move (path planning). For sequence planning, different from Algorithm 2 where it searches for a single part to disassemble, we extend it to search for all m parts combinations. For path planning, sub-assemblies can be treated as single parts and follow the same procedure in Algorithm 1, but for interlocking assemblies, instead of searching for single actions for single parts, we need to search for m actions to be applied to the m parts respectively.

Through such an exhaustive search combined with physics-based planning, Figure 9 shows an example where our extended method identifies the correct parts to disassemble along with the correct actions to apply. This is achieved by simultaneously applying a rotational torque around the z-axis (vertical axis) to the beige block and a positive translational force along the z-axis to the grey block.
Fig. 9. A 3-part interlocking assembly disassembled by the movement of 2 parts (left: assembled, right: disassembled). Our extended physics-based planner discovers the correct disassembly strategy by simultaneously applying a counterclockwise rotational torque on the beige block and an upward vertical force on the grey block.

Fig. 10. A failure case of our method disassembling a maze (geometries shown in the top row). The goal is to disassemble the ring by navigating through multiple narrow notches of the maze grid (bottom left). Our method finds difficulty in aligning the gap of the ring with notches of the grid, so the ring gets stuck in the initial local region (bottom right).

Initially, the translational force applied on the grey block will be counteracted by the contact force from the beige block, but after the beige block rotates for 180°, it immediately pulls the grey block upwards to disassemble. In this case, the physical interactions between blocks are crucial to constrain and guide the disassembly motion towards the correct direction.

7 LIMITATIONS

In this section, we analyze the main failure cases of our method from the experimental results shown in Section 6.

Complex action sequences in path planning. Assemblies that require very complex sequences of actions could be time-consuming for our BFS-guided method to explore. For example, in Figure 10, we test our method on a challenging maze-like assembly from Zhang et al. [2020]. Here, the motion space is less constrained but the solution space is extremely narrow. It requires complex action sequences to navigate the ring through multiple tunnels by correctly aligning the gap of the ring with the notches of the maze grid.

Computational complexity on large assemblies. Both our method and baseline methods fail on some large assemblies. This is due to larger assemblies having much richer contacts that typically result in a super-linear increase in the time cost of both the simulation and sequence planning. Figure 11 shows several examples where all methods timeout after 2 hours.

The sequence planning complexity is $O(M^2)$ for $M$-part sequential assemblies. However, for using sub-assemblies or interlocking assemblies, the complexity will grow to $O(M!)$ due to the combinatorial search for multiple parts to disassemble together in each step. Therefore, our naive extension is by no means an efficient method for large assemblies that involve sub-assemblies or interlock. In this case, heuristics or learning-based methods can potentially be adopted to speed up the sequence search.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Planning for assemblies with arbitrary size, shape and motion is a long-standing and challenging problem. In this paper we have introduced a novel physics-based method for assembly planning. By providing a new method, custom simulation approach, and large-scale dataset we hope to enable future work that solves real world assembly and disassembly problems. We envision several key extensions would make assembly planning more general and efficient.

First, our assembly-by-disassembly strategy limits the assemblies to being rigid only. However, geometric-based approaches cannot handle deformable objects as well since they cannot model the physical deformation. Therefore, we believe it is interesting to explore further the direction of physics-based planning for generalization to deformable assemblies, such as the snap-fit assembly.

Second, it is essential to leverage geometric information beyond physical feedback in assembly planning. In contrast to the exhaustive search adopted by our method and baseline methods, humans can instantly infer plausible disassembly sequences and motions through vision and avoid wasting effort trying blocked parts or moving parts towards dead ends.

Finally, to facilitate research in robotic assembly, one exciting future work is adding robotic arms in our simulation to manipulate assemblies following the planned path generated by our approach. We believe it is promising to extend the capability of performing complex assembly autonomously and flexibly on real robots.
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A SDF CONSTRUCTION IN SIMULATION

We construct the SDF grid for an object using the Fast Sweeping Algorithm [Zhao 2005] once at the initialization stage of the simulation. The Fast Sweeping Algorithm computes the distance function at the grid points around the object surface, and then updates the remaining grids with eight sweeps. Given the SDF grid, the distance of an arbitrary point in the space can acquired in \(O(1)\) by trilinearly interpolating among surrounding grid cells and the gradients are computed in \(O(1)\) via finite-differencing. Our assembly dataset contains thousands of objects with dramatically different sizes and also contains objects having different sizes in different dimensions (e.g. long poles). In order to capture the surface texture details of those objects while keeping the algorithm as fast and low-memory as possible, we use an adaptive SDF grid with cell size \(\min(0.05, L_i/20)\) in each dimension \(i\) for an object, where \(L_i\) is the length of the object along the \(i\)-th dimension and assuming each assembly is scaled to fit in a 10x10x10 unit cube.

B DATASET DETAILS

B.1 Dataset Pre-Processing

Our dataset pre-processing consists of several steps to adapt the previous CAD assembly datasets for assembly planning. Specifically, in each assembly that contains two or multiple parts (meshes), we sequentially do the following steps:

1. Load meshes from the source datasets with correct transforms to the assembled states applied.
2. Remove non-watertight meshes since the distance query is poorly defined on non-watertight meshes.
3. Remove duplicate meshes with the same geometry and position as other meshes, which is a rare design mistake.
4. Remove meshes that overlap more than 10% with other meshes because assembly planning will less likely give a plausible result for such a large penetration. The overlap percentage is computed by sampling points inside the mesh volume and checking the ratio of points contained by other meshes.
5. Remove thin meshes, which are difficult for SDF-based collision detection to compute distance correctly. This step is optional if the simulation is not based on SDF for collision detection and can handle thin structures well. In our implementation, we first compute the mesh’s oriented bounding box (OBB). Next, we filter out meshes whose thinnest edge of OBB is smaller than 1% of the largest scale of the whole assembly, where the scale is defined by the length of the largest edge of the assembly’s bounding box.
6. Remove all other parts except the largest connected subset of the assembly. For example, all single floating parts will be removed. This step makes the assembly data more meaningful for evaluating assembly planning methods because parts floating in the air are already disassembled or very close to being disassembled. In our implementation, two connected parts are defined as having a collision between their convex hulls.
7. Normalize all the remaining meshes in an assembly to fit in a 10x10x10 bounding box. This makes all assemblies have similar scales, thus benchmarking assembly planning methods on the whole dataset becomes much easier, considering setting a single set of hyper-parameters of the algorithm that generalize to the entire dataset (e.g., collision detection threshold, state similarity threshold, step size of RRT).
8. Remove assemblies that are not disassemblable as rigid parts. This is done manually since an oracle does not exist to check if an assembly is disassemblable. This step is not guaranteed to be highly accurate considering the manual nature and dataset size.
9. Subdivide the meshes such that the largest edge of the mesh is no larger than 0.5. This is because our simulation relies on a point-based contact model and does not support edge-edge collision detection yet. Increasing the density of mesh vertices helps the simulation handle contacts more robustly. This step is optional if the simulation can handle edge-edge collision well.

Note that we do not remove meshes with slight overlaps (penetration) with other meshes. This is because assembly CAD models designed by human designers typically have small penetration errors between parts. Rather than requiring the assembly model to be perfectly penetration-free, we set an adaptive threshold for collision detection based on the amount of initial penetration (for both our method and baseline methods). This allows path planners to generate plausible disassembly paths while some slight penetration exists.

B.2 Rotational Dataset Overview

Figure 12, 13 and 14 show a complete overview of our rotational dataset, which consists of rotational assemblies that require various types of assembly motion.

C EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

C.1 Baseline Methods

In this section, we describe some of our baseline methods in more details:

**RRT** [LaValle et al. 1998]: RRT iteratively grows a tree in the state space to reach the user-defined goal state. In each iteration it either samples a random state in the space or chooses the goal state and then extends towards it from the nearest node in the existing tree. However, it requires an explicitly specified goal state, which can be an arbitrary disassembled state in disassembly path planning. Therefore, we use a randomly selected disassembled state as the goal for RRT.

**T-RRT** [Aguinaga et al. 2008]: Instead of choosing a random disassembled goal state like RRT, when expanding the tree, Targetless-RRT takes as the goal the nearest state outside the bounding box of the rest of the assembly. This goal heuristic is empirically more suitable for disassembly than random.

**BK-RRT** [Zickler and Veloso 2009]: See Algorithm 4 for a complete illustration of BK-RRT in disassembly path planning.

C.2 Hyper-Parameters

In this section, we present all hyper-parameters used in experimental evaluation. Specifically, Table 5 summarizes the main hyper-parameters used in our physics-based simulation, Table 6 shows the
Fig. 12. **Screw** category of the rotational dataset.

Fig. 13. **Puzzle** category of the rotational dataset.

Fig. 14. **Others** category of the rotational dataset.
Algorithm 4: BK-RRT for Disassembly Path Planning

Input: Assembled state $s_0$, timeout $t_{\text{max}}$, simulation time step $\Delta t$.
Output: A disassembly path $P_D = \{s_0, ..., s_n\}$.

1. $T = \text{EmptyTree}();$
2. $T.\text{AddNode}(s_0);$
3. while $t < t_{\text{max}}$ do
   4. $s_r = \text{SampleRandomState}();$
   5. $s_i = \text{NearestNeighbor}(T, s_r);$
   6. $a_i = \text{RandomAction}();$
   7. $s_{i+1} = \text{Simulate}(s_i, a_i, \Delta t);$
   8. $T.\text{AddNode}(s_{i+1});$
   9. $T.\text{AddEdge}(s_i, s_{i+1}, a_i);$
10. if $\text{IsDisassembled}(s_{i+1})$ then
    11. $\text{return } T.\text{GetPath}(s_0, s_{i+1});$
12. $\text{return failed};$

Table 5. Hyper-parameters of physics-based simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contact stiffness $k_n$</td>
<td>1e6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact damping coefficient $k_d$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation time step</td>
<td>1e-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Hyper-parameters of physics-based path planners.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Path planning time step $\Delta t$</td>
<td>1e-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penetration threshold for collision detection</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Force/torque magnitude of each action</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State similarity threshold (translation) $\delta_t$</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State similarity threshold (rotation) $\delta_r$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Hyper-parameters of geometric-based path planners.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step size of tree extension</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum penetration allowed</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal probability of T-RRT</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

hyper-parameters for physics-based path planners (our method and BK-RRT), and Table 7 shows the hyper-parameters for geometric-based path planners (RRT, T-RRT, MV+T-RRT).

D MORE RESULTS
See Figure 15 for more assembly motion produced by our method which have a low success rate on other baseline methods.
Fig. 15. More successful examples of two-part disassembly motion produced by our method while failing on baseline methods.